ONE VENDOR.

ONE TOOLBAR.

ONE WORKFLOW.

LITERA DESKTOP.
Today’s legal technology environment is increasingly complex.
As more services are sourced, firms invariably end up buying a wide
range of products from multiple suppliers which costs time and money.

SIMPLIFY YOUR WORKFLOW WITH LITERA DESKTOP
Litera Desktop is the legal industry’s only unified solution that supports
the entire document drafting lifecycle through a single toolbar.

CREATE

Create first drafts with our template
and document assembly solutions.
Find and use your best clauses
faster, with our clause library.
Style any document from any
source consistently and quickly.

CHECK

Repair and stabilize documents
faster. Proofread more
effectively by reviewing your
entire document for potential
issues in a consolidated
dashboard.

COLLABORATE

Instantly compare complex
documents. Protect against
metadata exposure over email.
Share files and collaborate with
confidence by utilizing our suite
of security solutions.
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THE ONE VENDOR SOLUTION FOR
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND
OPERATIONS
Increase ROI Provide lawyers with an integrated experience
across technologies to drive adoption and reduce cost of
overall software purchases.

“It became apparent that
with Litera Microsystems,
we could have the
benefit of using bestof-breed products, as

Streamline Relationships Better utilize time and resources on
billing, technical support, procurement, and adoption with one
team that truly understands your firm.

well as a single, forward-

Enhance Software Performance Simplify migrations, maintain
compliance, and better plan for updates with predictable
quarterly releases on all products.

management of our

THE SIMPLIFIED WORKFLOW FOR LAWYERS

tools our lawyers need to

Work from a Unified Interface Avoid the need to click
through different products from multiple companies to
accomplish one task

serve our clients..

thinking supplier. This
greatly simplifies the
legal technology, while
delivering the innovative

’’

Tony Draksic, Chief Information
Officer, Goldberg Segalla

Save Time Focus more attention on clients and spend less
time drafting documents when all tools are found within
one tab in Word.

CONTACT LITERA MICROSYSTEMS FOR A DEMO TODAY.
www.litera.com/request-a-demo
US: +1 630 598 1100
UK: +44 (0)20 3890 2860
info@litera.com
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